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Summary 

A Multichannel Analog Storage System based on a 
commercial 32-channel parallel in/serial out (FISO) 
analog shift register la described. The basic unit is 
a single width CAMAC .nodule containing 512 analog cells 
and the associated logic for data storage and subsequent 
readout. At sampling rates of up to 30 MMI the signals 
are strobed directly into the PISO. At higher rates 
signals are strobed into a fast presarapling stage and 
subsequently transferred la block form Into an array of 
PI SO'5. Sampling rates of 300 MHs have been achieved 
with the present device and 1000 HHf are possible with 
tppicved signal drivers* The systec is well suited for 
si-uita^eous handling of aany signal channels with 
numerate nurcber* of aatcplcs in each channel. RMS noise 
rvtr fui: scale slgral nas been Measured as 1:3000 f*i: 
fcji). However t noalinearltles In the response and 
differences in sensitivity of the analog cells require 
an elaborate calibration system in order to realize 11 
bit accuracy for the analog inf (treat lon« 

Introduction 

A parallel input analog storage register of width n 
accepts data it a mean rate at least n times the value 
vhirh is possible, if the data have Co pass through a 
single serial port• Thi penalty for this rate increase 
is a Rreatly Increased complexity of Interconnections 
whirl, limit the number of analog channels which can be 
handled with a reasonable effort, However, the high 
«:«IP^1 in& rates whJch are possible (up to 1000 MHz) and 
the dvnanic ranpe of II bits are performance specifica
tions which are not simultaneously available in une 
existing technologies of flash ADC's or fast CCD's. 
M^reaver, M n c e the rate boost comes from the parallel 
:kAnci.i:K of the analog information and not from using 
advanced technology In the component circuits, one 
ht-:.i-f*;« fr^-n t!ic advartages of low cost and low power 
•- -«-.•"•: t :**n **i tv.« JK*S devices used., 

Syaian Organization 

The system organization is shown in the block 
di.ipra^. {Fig, I) and the progran of drive pulses in 
FiR. 2, fcr stripling at --30 tWc only the circuitry 
i-responding to the right half of the block diagram is 
needed. In the slow •kRJipling mode the module can handle 
12 s i c n a l s in Sfr time Intervals of 33 nsec each for 
longer) or 6« s i gna l s in & time i n t e r v a l s . Higher 
-u l t i r - Ies of 32 s i gna l s with corresponding!/ smaller 
r. r-.ber'i of t ine bins are poss ib le but the muting of 
Mtnflls becomes d i f f i c u l t . 

The s.inplfng interva ls can be short em-d inJ the 
*>'.»• her of input s i gna l s varied over a wide range by the 
use of the* presampler shown in the l e f t half of Fig. 1. 
In tits* t e s t s to be described, the prototv;><- was arranged 
:n *ueh (i way that 254 time bint were sl l ' -taced to each 
i'f we- .ffp--.it s i g n a l s , Other arrangements, e . s . . 8 Mg-
n,i!n with 66 iime bins each car. V reals*id by changing 
patches . 

The sequence c( operations to acquire analog data 
i s shown in Fig. 2, The f i r s t sani l* pulse of phase 1 
^•norares a sequence of gate pulses from the sequencer 
:c the prr<?anpler. After the las t analog sample i s 
wtcri-d lis the phase 1 pfusanplcr, the block of 32 a:ialog 
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Fig. 1* Block diagram of the electronics. 
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Fig, 2. Timing diagran of Control signals. 

samples is transferred into the first PISO register by 
transfer gate 1- During the transfer interval { s 13. 
usee) a sequence of gate pulses Is sent to the phase 2 
oresampler, and w> on r For a total cf sixteen sampling 
and transfer cycles. In this way the measurement in
terval is evenly covered by samples. It is also pos
sible to release the individual sampling pulses in a 
triggered mode and cover only a subinterval after each 
trigger with measurements. During the data acquisition 
cycle the transport clock Is he]d high. The readout 
cycle which follows is determined by the digitization 
time of the analog information* which in the present 
system 1 cakes 1.5 "isec for JJ2 analog values of 12 bit 
accuracy. 

During the tlce Interval between the end of the 
readout cycle and the start of the next data acquisition 
period the transport clock continues to cycle. The 
output signal present at the PISO registers during this 
background mode ts strobed into aeparate sanple and hold 
stages and serves as a reference against which the 
active signal is mcasjred. This approach stabilizes 
the system against slow variations of supply voltages 
or of clock amplitudes. 

(Frt-sented at the Nuclear Science Symposium, Washington, D«C, October 20-22. 1982.1 
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Circuit Details 

Figure 3 shows details of the circuitry for the 
Acquisition of the analog samples* Each of Che two 
presamplers is made of eight SDSOOO switches through 
wh4chi'th«/«ttray^ capacitances Loading each data bus are 
Cft£rg£d;*teethe instantaneous level of the signal. The 
Sfttuen.ce of, gate signals for strobing are generated by 
a^delay line made of V-conductor mass terminated flat 
crble. The driver is a TTL to MOS converter 75366 
(4 sections in parallel). This sampling pulse generator 
gives sufficiently fast trailing edges down to sailing 
intervals of "2 usee. The signal ifa degraded as it 
passes 16 nodes with 2 gate connections on each but by 
providing enough amplitude one can ensure that the 
parts of the signal causing the switching transition 
are sufficiently fast* The analog signal at present 
comes in directly on a 50: coaxial cable resulting in 
a rise time of the signal on the data bus of *10 nsec, 
too slow for the desired sampling rates. In a smaller 
test system where the capacitlve loading of the signal 
was less severe,, sampling in 1 nsec Bteps gave a satis
factory reconstruction of a doublet of Gaussian shaped 
signals of 8 nsec half width and 20 nsec separation. 
Shorter sai&pling Intervals should be possible with this 
prototype once a low impedance driver for the signal 
has been added. (Using a similar structure to the 
presampiex, sampling at rates of 1 GHz and higher have 
been reported in the literature.2) 

Very little circuitry is needed for the readout 
logic since the data are already serialized in the PISO 
register. One noteworthy feature is the sampling and 
storage of a reference level from each of the 7150 out-
outs at a tine when no signal is present. The true 
signal is compared to this reference level In a differ
ence amplifier. A photograph of the module is shwor. in 
Fig* &, 
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Tig. 3>. Detail of the circuitry for the acquisition 
of the analog information. 

Fig, 4. Photograph of a module contair"ng 512 
analog cells. The 16 large packages ar the P1S0 
registers R5501 <EG6G Ret icon). Two pa a of on-. 
board flat cable connectors connect to the delay 
lines (one shown) for sequencing of the gate 
signals. Close by are the two blocks of SDSOOO 
switches* Neat the CAMAC connector is the cir
cuitry to multiplex the analog lnfomaefor 'rom 
16 PT.SO registers onto the analog bus. Ot r 
sections in this region sample and store It "in
ference signals or generate the 16 transfer luck 
pulses. 

Results 

The prototype shown here has been completed only 
recently and test programs to analyze and display the 
large amount of information generated by it are not yet 
sufficiently developed to fully assess its performance. 
The sanple data of Fig* 5 have been obtained by Injecting 
a test pulse Into an arbitrary tine window cf the nodule. 
The sampling intervals were 2.a ns and the digitized 
data were corrected for variations in the sensitivity 
of the analog cells* The test pulse of 6 nsec rise-
tine is shown as a full lii,e and is well represented 
by the data points. 
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Fig. 5. Digitized data super
imposed on input signal. The 
risetine of the input signal 
was 6 ns. Analog data were 
digitized in 2*8 ns steps and 
corrected for sensitivity 
fluctuations in the individual 
analog cells, A signal driver 
of 10£1 impedance was used for 
this measurenent. 
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ArMK'Jtfpps And Fu.ure PUni 

One pOFRjfclc Application o f t n * F system considered 
at SLAC 1R in the Utilization of signals from hisli 
resolution drift rh.iPKrs. Such detectors installed 
a: roil tiling he.in far fillies generate fast and often 
owrlappinfi «frn<il& in a vast number of channels. 
TJii'Sv <.onJi; ions nrv nlsn found in large orravn of 
i*h.*ti*ssj;ti;tHtfcPs viewing scintillators placed Ln intense 
i'.irt£r3c- SC.ITTS. Tin- sysEcx described hero promises to 
i-rrvi.J. .v.. ur.-iu- Information of larfip bandwidth at 
.1. Lt̂ i ;il»K- cost, H does however require on extensive 
, i>]i)-rntion svsu;n L^ realUe its full potential. The 
)>n-!i arruracv of x\w a»»)ftft data effectively extends 
tl«- Kimtwidilt nf tl»r system beyond the nominal H A U L S 
•»f tlu- (Opponents bfi'.nî i' the original fttgnal shape- can 
h»- r*-« ovfred frun thv dntn by unfolding with the W J S -
ur»-J rv;|'on?i function of the system. We will Investi
gate tht feasibility of applying such corrections usin* 
the i-.tftpmlnk rower of the BADC svstceu1 Of the compo
nents u*ed here, both the SD5000 (DMOS quad linear gate) 
flRvi thv RS^ol <PMOS hwhvt brigade device manufactured 
I-. F.r.t>(. Ketiion) art' difficult to obtain due to manu-
f.KtwrinK nn«molien. However, both represent classes 

uf devices which are relatively easy to customize. 
Various possibilities of achieving the equivalent per
formance in one or moru euston devices, with multi-
sourcing n prime consideration, are being Investigated, 
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